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A cloud-based data analytics tool by Fuji Xerox

What can SkyDesk Reports help in better managing
your business data?
□ Cost saving and capable for in-depth analysis.
□ Access data from anywhere and sharing of reports become easier.
□ Move data from in-house database into Reports to do powerful analysis.
□ Handle the volumes of data quickly and efficiently.

SkyDesk Reports will help to eliminates
all the problems!
Point 1

SkyDesk Reports offer real-time data analysis and insightful reporting!
Skydesk Reports allows you to upload and synchronize your data easily from spreadsheets, files, URLs,
databases and hosted/traditional applications. Make better decisions by creating and sharing powerful reports
and dashboards in minutes with no IT help.
Access data
on-the-go
Exile files

CSV files

HTML or other
Database files

Share data
internally

Reports in various chart types

What’s More…

Point 2

Creating data is easy!
Analyze business data and create insightful reports &
dashboards easily with our drag-and-drop interface.
No IT expertise is required.

SkyDesk Reports offers various Filtering options to
filter the necessary records depending on the data
type that are to be plotted in the report that you had
created.

Example for user filter

Easily created
by drag-anddrop interface!
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Point 3

In Depth Analysis of your SkyDesk CRM data!
The seamless integration allows you to easily create powerful reports & dashboards to track your key sales
performance indicators (KPIs), proactively manage your sales pipeline, optimize your sales/marketing
execution and do much more.
For example:
 Knowing your sales win/loss rate
 Who are the Top 5 / Bottom 5 sales
persons
 Predicting how your sales in different
regions
Etc…

※SkyDesk CRM is an on-demand software for managing your customer relations in a better way.
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